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But there’s no room for complacency when it comes to improving 
safety for young drivers. This is why NFU Mutual o�ers the three-year 
Young Drivers Scheme for our customers’ children (terms and 
conditions apply).

Our roads are safer than they once were. In 1931, over 7,000 people 
were killed in accidents compared with fewer than 2,000 today — 
despite the fact there’s 15 times more vehicles on the roads!

Young Drivers
Safety in numbers

One in five newly qualified young 
drivers will have an accident within 
six months of passing their test 
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Where will young people be most likely to engage in an accident?

Why are young people more likely to be involved in accidents?

Police o�cers attending crashes record these contributory 
factors attributed to young drivers:

What might improve the situation?
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Road safety charity Brake says the following behaviours put young 
drivers at greater risk:

The Association of British Insurers proposes: 

 A Department of Primary Care and Public Health 
study estimates introducing graduated driver 
licenses could prevent 114 deaths and 872 serious 
casualties each year.

Drivers who passed the Institute 
of Advanced Motorists (IAM) 
Advanced Driving Test – have a 
50-70% lower accident rate than 
the average driver

The use of ‘black box’ telematics 
monitoring in cars (installed by 
insurers who may restrict driving 
times and distances) can make 
younger drivers three times safer 
than their peers.
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times they can drive and a 
lower blood alcohol limit
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nfumutual.co.uk/insurance/motor-insurance
/car-insurance/young-drivers-scheme/

Find out more about the benefits and discounts available 
through the NFU Mutual Young Drivers Scheme, as well as 

the full terms and conditions, visit:


